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Having both interwoven
Yoga, Buddhism, and
Psychological approaches
for almost three decades
in their retreats and
trainings, in 2010 they
decided to create a more
formal umbrella to draw
people together in a likeminded community;
Sarah and Ty created the
Insight Yoga Institute,
which blends practices
for the body, heart and
mind into an integral path
of self transformation.
In the first few years
they invited a number of
renowned teachers and
friends to teach alongside
them. In 2014, they
altered the program to
a simpler model where
most of the retreats are
led just by Sarah and Ty.
For those interested in a
500-hour Yoga Allianceendorsed teacher training
model, there are a few
retreats required with
other teachers.
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Interview by: Shareshten Senior

Sarah
SYJ: What’s the biggest difference between teaching yoga in 1987 and
now? What transformations in the market have been beneficial for
successful yoga practice in our society? Are there any issues that seem
to hinder yogic growth on a whole?
Sarah Powers: One of the main differences between then and
now is that if you told people that you practice yoga in the 80s
they would say, “oh, what is that?” Now, the response would be,
“oh, what kind?” Then the conversation could unfold without the
judgment placed on it.
There is more quantity of styles and teachers now, but in many ways
I think there is less quality. There are so many teachers who have
not practiced very long or without much depth, who are leading
teacher trainings now and that was not happening before. In the
past, people would have had to have practiced yoga sincerely for
at least a decade before leading a training for teachers. When we
develop a skillful self-practice, over time, our teaching will simply
be an extension of our personal exploration, the cultivation that
comes from repetition. In the ancient Indian language of Sanskrit
the importance of cultivation was called Bhavana, meaning to bring
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something into being. It is a gradual developmental process with
no shortcuts. Eventually, what we uncover and begin to understand
lives in our bones so to speak, and we can share this with others
when teaching. It seems today that too many new yoga teachers are
just making a “career” shift rather than coming from a committed
curiosity about life and a depth of developed practice.
As a result of this change, I often don’t even want to say I am a yoga
teacher anymore as it means so many different things to different
people. To the general public, it seems to be thought of as being
a glorified excercise coach. If I am asked now what I teach, what I
would like to say is that I offer psycho-spiritual somatic teachings
to integrate the body, heart, and mind. But that is too many words.
The ancient term for this multi-dimentional integration is actually
the simple word, yoga.
On the positive side, these days everyone seems to know something
about the subject as it has permeated every corner of our culture. It
is now common for many people to make time in their day to go to
a yoga class, whether they are an advocate for world peace, or are
working on Wall Street. It is great that there has become this much
exposure to yoga without any stigma of it being a strange thing to
do. The problem with its commericalization and popularization is
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ballet studio, handed out fliers, and waited for people to come.
For me, the choice to be a yoga teacher in my early twenties felt
like a necessity. I had such an urgency to share with whoever
would listen and was willing to try it. I had been reading about
eastern philosophies and studying psychology for quite some time
before I came to yoga, so it felt like a way to ground the ideas I
was familiar with reading about, in an experiential direct way. I had
many challenges in my body and a very restless mind, but I felt I
was connecting to myself in much healthier ways than I ever had. I
sensed this could be a healing modality on all levels of myself and
that I might be able to translate this to many kinds of people. I guess
I had been quietly looking for a system of self-transformation and
felt then, as I still do, that yoga would become my life path.
In making the choice to be a yoga teacher instead of a psychotherapist
and to bring psychodynamic principles into the yoga room rather
than teach yoga to my psychology clients, I did not expect a lot of
financial stability. My husband Ty agreed to support us financially
so I could have the privilege to share what was in my heart. Much to
our surprise, many years later, Ty quit what he was doing in order
to travel and teach with me. We never could have predicted there
would be such an explosion of interest in yoga globally.
SYJ: What practices molded you into such an intuitive teacher?

the inevitable loss of depth.
In the 80s and before, most people seeking a yogic path were
questioning the meaning of life and therefore looking for a path
that would guide and develop a direct, subjective experience of
one’s inner world. Today there is such a diverse spectrum of people
with so many different motivations for coming to yoga. some
people might be there for a good workout, or because of an injury,
or stress-related issues, while others are there to ameliorate their
depression, develop a new architecture of the body, or to become
quiet inside and reconnect with an inner sense of peace. While this
can certainly make it more challenging today than ever before for
yoga teachers to find a common ground among their students and
meet most people’s needs, ideally yoga has the potential to positively
affect all these many different issues.
SYJ: How did you begin teaching yoga and what motivated you to
teach?
SP : When I set out in the 80s to teach yoga, first I shared postures
with my friends in the park or at the beach. Eventually, I went
around to businesses in Malibu and spoke to people about what
yoga is and occasionally showed a few poses. I rented a space in a

SP: Ha, well, as I mentioned, I was training as a psychologist when I
discovered yoga. I was required in my studies to explore a spiritual
discipline that had psychological roots. Prior to this, I had only
engaged my intellect in these subjects, whereas with yoga I learned
I would have to give all of myself over to the process. I was going to
have to fully explore and inhabit my body, my breath, my wounded
and fickle heart, and my stubborn and mercurial mind on this
path! I jumped in and am still passionately swimming in these everchanging waters.
If I look back at what my first practice was, I would say it was
healing the pain of my heart. I read about the mind, went to a
therapist, and enrolled in the institute of transpersonal psychology
at that time; I had a compromised immune system and lots of
allergies so began to study food as medicine. I had a disease of the
colon as a child and lots of digestive pain. This led me to explore
the various modalities of healing with food: learning about blood
types, constitutional differences, macrobiotics, living foods, and
appropriate eating rhythms. It was around this time that I started
practicing yoga. I appreciated how my teachers guided me to dwell
in both the capacitated and limited regions of myself. I felt I had
found a skillful and generous way to live in my body.
SYJ: Tell us how you got into meditation and what have some of the
benefits been for you?
SP: For many years, I simply read about meditation. I believed I
was too, shall we say, enthusiastically energized to sit still. I was
34 before I felt ready to train and tame my mind and commit to a
daily meditation practice, 10 years after I started doing yoga. It was
at this time that I recommitted to yin yoga, a style that holds poses
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for long periods on the floor. I found that this practice helped me
become better able to host my habitual reactions and disturbances
and relate to them skillfully. It felt like a meditative yoga style that
could blend my dual interests in both body and mind training.
I also went to Spirit Rock Meditation Center and found I felt so
at home there as on the first day the teachers talked about the
common psychological hindrances of excitation and boredom. I
found in the Buddhist teachings a place I could reconnect with my
initial love of psychological healing and inquiry. I sensed I would
learn how to infuse my yogic practice with a heart-based attitude
of compassionate self-exploration and possibly learn how to better
extend that empathy to others. I also no longer had to assume my
restlessness was a problem, but rather a facet of my consciousness
that I could learn to meet.
I am still greatly influenced by Buddhism and have found one of
the main changes has been that even when I feel unsafe somewhere
or with someone and tighten up inside, that my habit of protecting
myself by hardening with rigidity and feeling estranged from
myself or others, can rise and fall with the breath more easily
now. At times I have felt constricted tensions simply morph into
a feeling of increased inclusiveness and inspired creativity. I am
less prone to fantasize about a more perfect me, or get so caught
up pining for a better place than where I am now. I have learned
that my developmental difficulties can be fuel for the path rather
than a problem. My prior incessant search for meaning is no
longer spinning around the question of “what can I do that feels
worthwhile?” having changed to “how can I find this moment
meaningful, as it is – here and now?”
SYJ: Yoga has turned into a multi-billion dollar industry in the last
20 years? How is this beneficial? What are the hindrances of this?
SP: I sometimes feel sad when I see advertisements for yoga as a
method to “tighten our buns,” or a retreat to “find our bliss in a
blissful setting.” I enjoy beautiful global destinations but promoting
yoga as a means to simply feel temporarily good could be called
harmony addiction. Without learning about all the ways we are not
able to connect with others, or ourselves the practices will have only
a Band-Aid effect. Just doing physical postures will not be enough
to uproot our habits of disconnect or our many delusions. We in the
yoga community need to include the descending journey as much
as we promote the ascending one. I think we do a disservice to the
complexity of our situation when we reduce the message to one of
just love and light.
I have touched within myself and felt in others what might be
considered a human predicament; a primal need to be seen as
significant just as we are, as well as the desire to be seen in a certain
way, as kind enough, or smart enough, or creative enough, etc. We
simultaneously can carry a sacred longing to have others reflect to
us that we are lovable just as we are (not because of any particular
qualities we carry), and the hunger to have others see us as unique
and special for having certain qualities. This paradox of wanting to
be seen in all our vulnerability, and wanting to be seen in a certain
way, as having transcended our difficulties, sets up a false self image
we may feel the need to project to the world. It is an important
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place of inquiry and investigation where we may begin to know and
develop both our willingness to reveal our vulnerabilities as well as
allow ourselves to trust in and share with others our strengths.
Instead of making yoga into a self-improvement project or masking
our deeper disconnect with superficial messages of love and light,
we could land in an unmitigated direct experience of the body in all
its ranges of motion, lean into the immediacy of this current breath,
and discover how paying attention to our moment to moment
experience (without an agenda) can eventually open us into what
the ancients would call our wisdom body.
We carry societal expectations: The fear that we are flawed and we
are afraid others will know. Yoga turns into a self-improvement
project rather than landing in our raw body and seeing how that
can expand us to our own wisdom body.
Do not let the popularity of yoga water down the effects of yoga.
We have to keep knowing that we have to dig deep wells and sink
our roots in and build our earth center in us: our Hara.
SYJ: What does your daily practice look like?
SP: I like to take the first hour of practice and start with about
20 minutes of pranic cultivation attending to the channels and
chakras, and then about 40 minutes to sit in meditation. After this
I often practice some yin poses, a strong alignment based flow or
a form of qi gong in asana, ending with compassion meditation. I
love spending a few hours each day practicing in my shrine room
(my daughter’s former bedroom). I practice a lot in hotel rooms
and different retreat settings, but I prefer practicing at home in this
room because everywhere I look there are symbols of awakening. It
feeds me on many levels.
SYJ: How has your practice with Ty influenced the parenting of your
beautiful daughter Imani?
SP: Years before we got pregnant, Ty and I joined a parenting study
group based on the Rudolph Steiner (Waldorf) method. We would
go once a week to learn about and discuss what it would be like
to parent. We also read a lot on the subject. I remember driving
along the Canadian Transcontinental Highway from Toronto to
Vancouver one year. While Ty drove, I read parenting books out
loud and we would have lively conversations about our hopes and
fears, our similarities and differences of how we were raised and
the kinds of choices we would want to make with our child one
day. We knew we wanted to be conscious of the gravity of parenting
and that we would probably only have one child. We eventually
had a home birth in Topanga Canyon of LA, and later moved to
the San Francisco bay area where we embarked on homeschooling
after kindergarten. We were all learning as we went and although it
eventually felt quite natural to us, there were times where we were
concerned about homeschooling an only child who traveled a lot.
Would she be awkward with others and have trouble creating deep
friendships? Is she missing certain essential teachings that only a
school environment could give her? We continued to ask ourselves
a lot of questions every year (as did all our friends and family and
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RETREAT to your hOMe
You don’t need to go anywhere to retreat.
Try a home retreat for added rejuvenation and focus.
Here is one Sarah uses:
For a daylong 7am -10pm
Self-led silent day long practice; mixing yoga sessions
with nine 24 minute meditation sessions (called a Ghatika, which is an ancient Indian term which refers to 24
minutes; 60 of these makes up 24 hours). This day long
practice will including sitting, laying and walking meditation. For more on Mindfulness see the chapter called
Basic Buddha Dharma in my book Insight Yoga and use
it for inspiring the yin or yang sessions. After each 24
minute sit, stretch the legs for a few minutes before beginning the next session.
7:00-7:15 After a brief visit to the bathroom, toilet, teeth
brushing, etc., come to your mat and cushion, sitting
upright.
1. Arrive: Body Awareness, ask, how am I feeling now?
Five minutes
2. Center: I vow now to develop mindful attention in the
body, heart and mind for my own and others benefit, I
feel this has immeasurable value in how I live my life,
and I feel it is possible for me, here and now, regardless of
conditions and inclusive of all feelings, all circumstances.
3. Butterfly pose, three minutes
4. Nine clearing rounds of six minutes
7:15-7:45 Meditate, 12 minutes. Mindfulness of breathing, 12 minutes, mindfulness of the present moment,
including sensations, feelings, mind states, and environmental features simultaneously. Rest a few minutes after
the 24 minute meditation session.
7:45-8:15am Green tea and light breakfast of fresh fruit
(yogurt optional) and toasted rice cake with tahini and
sesame seeds on top.
8:15-9:00am Shower, get ready for your practice day,
make the bed, light cleaning, dust, add fresh flowers to
your altar.
9:00-9:24 Meditate, 12 minutes of Mindfulness of breathing, 12 Minutes of Mindfulness of the Present moment
9:30-10:15 Standing pose sequence
10:15--10:29 Meditate, 12 minutes of Mindfulness of
breathing, 12 Minutes of Mindfulness of the Present moment
10:30-11:00 Backbend sequence
11:00-11:30 Inversions
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11:30-11:45 Standing and seated forward bends
11:45--12:15 Savasana
12:15-12:30 Maitri meditation practice (see below)
12:30-1:00 Lunch (prepared the day before) with cooked
lentils, brown rice, kale sautéed in sesame oil, and tamari
and crisp nori sheets
1:30-2:30 Rest laying down
2:30-2:54 Meditate, 12 minutes of Mindfulness of breathing, 12 Minutes of Mindfulness of the Present moment
3:00-3:45 Yin Practice, Sphinx or Seal, 10 minutes, childs
pose five minutes--then liver poses, pigeon, shoelace, eye of
the needle, other side--five minutes in each pose
4:00-4:30 Listen to a taped dharma talk while laying down
with mindfulness of breathing
4:30-5:00 Meditate, 12 minutes of Mindfulness of breathing, 12 Minutes of Mindfulness of the Present moment
5:00-5:30 Go for a brisk walk outside
5:30-6:00 Meditate walking slowly, 12 minutes inhale say to
yourself “breathing,” exhale say “feeling,” the next 12 Minutes inhale say to yourself “breathing,” exhale say “listening”
6:00-7:00 Light meal of soup and salad
7:00-7:24 Meditate, 12 minutes of Mindfulness of breathing, 12 Minutes of Mindfulness of the Present moment
7:30-8:00 Read a dharma book
8:00-8:29 Meditate, 12 minutes of Mindfulness of breathing, 12 Minutes of Mindfulness of the Present moment
8:30-9:00 Yin poses against the wall laying on your back,
squatting, legs wide, feet together up the wall, on the floor
do a laying twist, knees into the chest
9:00-9:30 Take a bath, enjoy peppermint or chamomile tea,
get ready for bed
9:30-9:54 Meditate, laying down, 12 minutes of Mindfulness of breathing, then 12 minutes reciting the Maitri
phrases while beginning to let yourself really relax into deep
rest
10:00 Sleep
Maitri/Karuna meditation: You can do this either laying
down or sitting with hands at the heart. Say a line silently
to yourself, then rest quietly for three breaths feeling into
the meaning behind the words. Say each line at least three
times.
May I and all beings be well,
May I and all beings be at peace,
May I and all beings feel connected,
May I and all beings be free of suffering, and the roots of
suffering, and enjoy genuine happiness.
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Sarah’s Favorite Holistic Cures
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1. FOR COLD, FLU, Bacterial Infection: Stick a piece of unpeeled garlic in your vagina. It will absorb toxins from your body. From
the Wicca Tradition (Goddess Tradition). When pregnant women got a yeast infection they would put garlic just before the immanent
birth to extrapolate the bacteria. Sorry gents, this one is only for the ladies.
2. FOR JETLAG: Spend 20 minutes barefoot in the grass, sand or on stones and if possible expose the backs of your knees to sunlight.
These two things (plus some kidney yin poses) help re-set the circadian rhythms to the new time zone.
3. If you are starting to feel a chill inside and think you might be getting sick, stick your feet in really hot water, almost too hot to put
in, and stay 15 minutes. This will bring the heat down in the body and help the immune system fight what’s invaded it
anyone else who heard we were doing this), so it was a mixture of
trust and trepidation, willingness to continue and yet we remained
open to changing our course if needed. At 14 she went to high
school for one year (which was very interesting for all of us), and
then at 15 she lived in Paris before entering Sarah Lawrence college
at 16.
I remember a particularly difficult period we were each having
in which Ty was feeling the need to be more forceful with Imani’s
study habits on the road. We were in Japan and made a visit to a
great yoga master, Hiroshi Motoyama (who wrote theories of
the chakras—among many others). Imani was about seven at
the time. We were there to talk about yoga, but we wanted to ask
sensei if he thought we should stop homeschooling now or if we
should be more assertive in our demands of what she got done on
a daily basis, or should we just let her be. He observed her at the
far end of the table reading for many quiet moments. Eventually
he said: “leave her be, she is getting all she needs.” This helped us
relax into the next few years and trust the process more. We started
practicing what is called “unschooling,” which was a movement
within homeschooling that follows the child’s curiosity rather than
committing to a curriculum. She had lots of work books and read
constantly so this rhythm of life suited us all. But of course, there
were still unexpected challenges, doubts, and lots of questioning
throughout. Parenting is like our spiritual practices, with similar
provocations to continually consider.
I miss those days. Now, I am what you could call a satellite parent.
My role is to be here for her when she has her doubts and hard
moments, as well as to enjoy and celebrate the young woman she
has become. I would say that parenting has been one of the most
challenging and beautiful things I have ever done.
SYJ: Tell us about traveling. You teach all over the world. How has
that been an inspiration for your life, work and Imani?
SP: I have had the privilege of traveling a great deal for many years
now with my family and have found taking in other cultures and
perspectives immeasurably gratifying. With travel, the conditions
of daily life are constantly changing and I have enjoyed being out
of my comfort zone a lot, pushing me to stretch into the unknown
more often. I have also appreciated being invited into so many
peoples lives through our yoga connection, and now we have this
wonderful global yoga family. I look forward to connecting with
old and new students and friends in every place we land. I have also
enjoyed stretching my capacities to see how yoga can be relevant
to materialists or Muslims, Christians, atheists, Jews, or Buddhists.
I have felt especially honored to share the Buddhist teachings in
places that were steeped in these traditions for thousands of years,
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like China, Taiwan and Japan. So many young people coming to
yoga have lost touch with their ancient roots and even think of
Buddhism as a dusty ritualistic practice of their grandparents.
Re-introducing mind training as an opportunity to develop a
sane and happy mind feels like something I can give back to
them, a simple offering of gratitude, if you will, for the teachings
I have received from their ancestors. I find there is no longer such
a dramatic feeling of east and west (with exposure through the
internet blurring the differences more and more), there is simply
modernity. It feels especially important to me that we not lose
the depth of teachings from the east and keep our inner practices
growing strong, encouraging the next generation of practitioners
everywhere we can.
Traveling was also our third parent. Seeing our daughter spend
hours a day sifting out the rocks in a basket of lentils with some
elderly women in Nepal, or watching her on her first Italy trip,
praying so fervently that she made herself cry and then leaving
her beloved blankey in the pew at the Vatican are such precious
memories. We also were able to introduce her to the world religions
in different parts of the world, wanting to expose her to the many
ways people live and relate to the divine.
SYJ: What is coming up next for you in your yoga life?
SP: This coming year, along with the retreats and trainings I teach
in relation to our institute, I am going to South Africa to bring yoga,
meditation, and other life skills to a few young women. This is a
program my daughter envisioned, called Young Women Awake,
which was designed in a course she took in college in international
human rights law. Her final paper was to address a global problem
and create a solution. She picked the inequality of women and girls
around the globe and their lack of exposure to basic education, but
also their lack of inner resources. She wanted to envision a way to
share some of the many privileges she felt she was exposed to in
order to connect young women to their intuitive intelligence. Her
idea was to develop widespread programs that teach self-healing,
self-care, and self-realization. If this kind of education were to
grow, culture to culture, she predicted we would see more women
reaching out into all fields of study and occupations, and if men
too became educated to respect and protect women, women would
become co-directors of this planet, able to feel safe in their bodies,
respected for their radiant minds, enriched in their inner life, while
fully contributing in society, truly saving the planet and all its
inhabitants. She wanted to imagine a world where young women
everywhere had exposure to all they needed to develop as full
human beings, inside and out.

A wonderful yoga teacher who has assisted me for years asked
Imani if she could develop this into a full fledged project in which
Imani could be an advisor until she has more time to devote to it. So
Tripti, Ty, and I are going to an orphanage in South Africa to share
these ideas and practices. I am curious and excited to see how this
will unfold. I am sure this project will grow me in many unknown
ways, just as yoga has.
SYJ: How did you get into holistic healing? How has this affected your
parenting?
SP: I became interested in healthy living as a young woman in my
20s since I had so many digestive issues and allergies, and Ty was
already into healthy habits when I met him and he taught me a lot.
Becoming vegan and using natural medicine re-constituted my
system, so by the time I had my daughter when I was 30, it was
second nature to trust nature’s way unless there was an emergency.
With our daughter, we used homeopathy from the beginning and
decided not to immunize Imani Jade until she was seven, when we
went to India. We were FORTUNATE she never had to have drugs
and did not go through the common ailments of childhood like ear
infections or any strong illnesses to speak of.

Ty

Ty Powers was an Operations Manager at CBS Television
Hollywood 30-plus years ago, before becoming Sarah’s partner in
radical evolution.
SYJ: How did you and Sarah Meet?
Ty: We met at a restaurant when she was 18 and I was 27. She was
a waitress, and attending UCLA. She opened the door to Lands
End Restaurant in Venice Beach, CA. It was love at first sight. She
waited on my best friend Dan and I. At some point she said, “It’s
a pleasure to wait on two such handsome men.” Then she turned
beet red and walked away. Dan and I looked at each other hoping
to be the one. She made it clear the comment was meant for me
when he went to the bathroom.
SYJ: Tell us about the irony of Imani becoming an actress and film
maker.
TY: We moved from LA to Santa Fé when Imani was two months
old. Among other reasons, we relocated to improve the chances
she wouldn’t want to be involved in Hollywood! She insisted she
was a performer when she was four. She has been in plays since
she was six or seven years old.

Imani and I just finished making her first short film in NY, which
she wrote, directed, and performs in. She raised the money on
Kickstarter. The film is relevant to some of the current racial/
cultural themes in the headlines. Its inspiration came from one of
her senior projects in college. She wrote a screenplay based on her
Muslim boyfriend at the time, who refused to pray at a mosque. He
felt that anyone going to a mosque in NY would be watched, and
he was in the process of getting permanent residency. She thought
he was paranoid. Sometime later she read a small Associated Press
report that indicated this might indeed be true, so she wrote a
short piece about it a year and a half ago. This past summer the
surveillance of mosques in NYC by the NYPD was headline news.
She had tapped into something.
SYJ: What are the main ingredients in your powerful alchemy as a
couple?
TY: Honesty. But not just honesty, it is also what I call being in the
same sphere of reality. Our aspirations and interests are aligned,
and we have never strayed very far from the main themes. What
is this life about? Who am I? What’s really important? How much
can we take in while letting it pass through? Questions such as
these generate inward openings. Growth and change, more growth
and change. These are the threads that make up our daily lives and
discussions, and that was there right from our first date, 33 years
ago.
SYJ: You have taught workshops of your own, some on cultural
diversity. What was the purpose of these workshops? What inspired
this work?

Ty
&
Sarah’s
Suggested Reading
for
Conscious
Parents
The Magical Child
The Magical Child Returns
The Continuum concept
Hold on to your Kids
The Wonder of Girls
The Wonder of Boys
Circle Round – recommended for anyone who is having a
baby – it’s full of ritual, three women who brought ritual and
meaning into every transition of our life from wanting a baby
to dying. The whole spectrum can be paused and given a sense
of full meaning and depth. We found the book. We did a moon
ritual when Imani started her menstruation. -Sarah Powers

TY: I remember the impact that reading the Autobiography of
Malcom X had on me when I was quite young. It provoked me
to contemplate how my experience of being black was related to
larger social issues. Among the questions posed were “Why am I
thought of as less intelligent, less capable, less worthy because of
my skin color?” The pain and suffering of that feeling was ample
motivation to seek answers, and not just the obvious surface ones.
My family and heritage is mostly black yet also mixed race, with
friends of many colors, so growing up I wasn’t completely aware of
just how large the problem was outside the house. When it hit, it hit
hard. I have a very acute sense of the internal pain and suffering that
making someone an “other” causes.
Part of healing those wounds for myself and others led to the work I
did at Spirit Rock and other centers. Some of the further questions
that interested me were, “How can we support all sides in hearing
each other without blame as the starting point?” Which is not to
say blame cannot be placed, but it simply isn’t helpful if one hopes
to be heard. We can still disagree, but being heard goes a long way
towards feeling seen and understood. Just listening to another,
without interrupting, teaches us how to feel what we hear, a habit
that begins to replace reactivity—argument and defensiveness are
always easier choices than deep listening. So we have to train our
hearts and minds to release the common aggressions within and
around us. This work is the same for every relationship by the way,
which is why I haven’t continued to teach it in settings aimed at
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people of color.
The first retreat I co-taught at Spirit Rock Meditation Center was
for all races. Being in a room with only your own race discussing
cultural issues is very helpful, because of the support it offers, but
it’s not nearly enough. All the “others” have to be in the room
to make the work of being seen and heard transformative and
healing.
The actual teaching of this work arose out of an incident that
occurred in the Community Dharma Leader (CDL) training
I participated in at Spirit Rock in 2003. There were 80+
participants. At the first meeting we learned that the lead teacher
had invited all white dharma teachers to teach us for the next
two-plus years. (I hadn’t noticed, which is telling in it’s own way.)
An Asian American man raised his hand and said, “Why, if we
are studying all these practices from Asia are there no teachers
of color or eastern descent teaching us over the next 2.5 years,
surely there is someone?” The main teacher was taken aback
by the question (who wouldn’t be?), and stumbled a bit. At the
break, the Asian man approached this teacher in private and
felt put off again. When the larger group returned to the hall he
stood up and said he felt unheard, twice. Then the Asian man
wept. This was not a weepy wimpy man mind you. It was brave.
All eight or so of us “people of color” stood in support of his
question, and one by one we remarked on our own experience
of the racial wound, how it is directed at us at times deliberately,
other times inadvertently, like the current situation.
As a result, the CDL leaders invited several teachers of color to
teach us. They also encouraged us to create a sub-committee
with the mandate to offer practices and exercises that might be
helpful in healing these deep racial wounds.
In one of the practices we started out with all of us in line
horizontally. Several questions would be asked like, “Did one of
your parents go to college, if so, take one step forward, if they
both did, take another step forward. Advanced degrees? Do you
have an English accent?” (kidding). By the end, looking at the
disparity in physical distance between ethnicities in the room
was painful.
It helped illustrate that privilege is blind to its own privilege.
The teachers leading the CDL at Spirit Rock were simply inviting
their trusted colleagues (not being deliberately prejudiced), but
the result is the same; that of creating the impression that all the
respected teachers look a certain way. This and other exercises
we did helped illuminate the limitations of the myths some
people of privilege carry, “I am ahead because I worked harder
or am smarter. I earned it all by myself…” and of course some of
that is true.
Out of that subcommittee my colleagues started the East Bay
Dharma Center in Oakland, which is dedicated to people
of color, but welcomes all races and genders. The last event I
attended there felt like a rainbow gathering. It was absolutely
wonderful. Places where all feel welcome are sanctuaries, so

more are needed in our culture right now. Spirit Rock has been
notably determined to create the same atmosphere there.
Diversity is conspicuously absent in the yoga community, I’m not
entirely sure why, but I might offer that there is a feeling in parts of
the Christian community (and many blacks are Christian) that yoga
is problematic because of its Hindu roots. Seeing overwhelmingly
white teachers and students may also be an issue.
SYJ:
Tell us about your most recent experience of racism.
TY: Just yesterday I received a notice that the Consumer Credit
Protection Bureau coupled with the Justice Department won a class
action lawsuit against my home mortgage lending company. This
company had systematically discriminated against me, and several
million others purely on the basis of race rather than credit score.
Sarah and I literally paid more for our mortgage over the last 10
years than we would have if we were both white. This is 2005 mind
you.
SYJ: Were there ever moments when Imani picked up on racism or
realized daddy was different?
TY: Many years back, I went to meet the owner of an apartment
for rent in Marin, a beautiful suburb in northern California just
north of the Golden Gate Bridge. The apt owner got back in her car
and sped away when she saw the three of us. There are too many
stories to tell, but on a lighter note, it’s common for black people to
acknowledge each other as they pass on the street. You may have
seen this. It usually involves eye contact and a nod or even a verbal
“what’s up.” When Imani was little she noted to Sarah, “All the black
people know daddy!” Sarah and I chuckled.
Imani has a black boyfriend currently, her first. He has beautiful
dark skin, and this draws attention to him occasionally in difficult
ways. He tries not to wear a hoodie!
Ultimately of course there is no black, brown, yellow, or white, male
or female, you versus me. This is the crux of all the teachings, and
where I land on most days. Race is not something I dwell on, unless
an instance or headline forces me to. I know difficult people from
every gender and tribe.
My mission is to keep the door open for all the possibilities for
personal connection and transpersonal awakening. Sarah and I
are having a great life, offering and continuing to learn what I’ve
experienced to be effective teachings. I am very grateful for that,
and for the seat I’m privileged to take. May our world turn swiftly
in the direction of waking up.
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